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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 

TANK Stainless steel tank Aisi 304 with conical bottom and central unloading, 
EQUIPPED WITH SCRAPER FOR SELF-CLEANING OF THE VESSEL

TANK FILLING VOLUME 153 gallons

SCRAPER   For automatic cleaning of the tank

PRODUCTIVITY        up to 105 g/h (according to solvent type)

CONDENSER        Water cooled made of Stainless Steel

HEATING TANK ATEX heating element with forced thermal oil circulation

OPERATING TENSION 460V / 3 / 50-60 Hz (+/-5%)  / 47 KW

COMPRESSED AIR 6 – 8 bar, 1.77 cfm

TENSION ON CONTROL BOARD 24V = low tension

CYCLE PROGRAMMING - With automatic shut off by vapor temperature readout
- With a predetermined cycle time
- Or simultaneously the two systems mentioned above

TEMPERATURE AND 
WORKING CYCLE CONTROL Through electronic digital card equipped with Microprocessor and touch 

screen display of 16 characters in 2 lines, programmable in 5 different 
languages  carrying out diagnostics/alarm functions and advising when 
any operation and/or ordinary upkeep (ex. oil change, etc.) is needed.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE 50-190°C

ENVIROMENT TEMPERATURE +5°/+40°C.

SECURITY TEMPERATURE   230°C 

OIL REQUIREMENTS      46 gallons (included)

NET WEIGHT      5,511 lbs.

EEC STANDARDS      CEE EN 50014 - EN 50018 – EN 60079-14

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION   Zone 1

CLASSIFIED AREA  II 2 G

EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE 2006/42/CE
94/9/CE
2004/108/CE
2006/95/CE
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:

The solvent recycler HR 600 can process dirty solvent working by continuous batch cycle or constant filling of the 
distillation vessel. The machine will be connected to dirty and clean solvent tanks and has a production output up 
to 105 g/h according to the machine configuration, solvent to be recycled, and pollutant.

Thanks to the smart design the unit is “plug & play”: which means that once unpacked, it is only necessary to 
supply the unit with electricity, compressed air and chilled water to be able to start it.
All the necessary safety devices such as sensors, switches, gauges 
and protections are installed.
The sturdy construction allows the outside positioning (the unit 
must be covered with a roof to protect it from rain and snow).
The ATEX certification allows inside installation in classified areas 
ZONE 1.

Distillation cycle can be programmed according to the solvent to 
be recycled. Simple inputs allow for the quick entry of distillation 
parameters (temperature, time, type of cycle, etc.).

The ATEX certified control panel is installed on board for ease of 
use.

The fill volume of the distillation vessel is controlled by 2 ATEX 
level controls.

The scraper installed in the distillation vessel stirs the solution 
helping the distillation. It also aids in keeping the vessel sides 
clean and pushes the residual through the 3” discharge valve. 
Blades are made of conductive PTFE for a long working life.
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Diathermic oil is continuously recirculated, by means of the 
high flow pump, from the heating system to the distillation 
vessel. The high flow pump permits maximum heat 
exchange which means high performance of the recycler
during all phases of the cycle. 

The heating system consinsts of  a package of heating 
elements. The high flow of oil passing through the heating 
system gives maximum heat exchange ensuring high 
performance of the machine.

The distillation vessel has a conical shape with a 
central valve for residual discharge. 

The machine works under vacuum. The vacuum is generated by a 
liquid ring pump; vapors are condensed in a stainless steel water 
cooled condenser.  
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CONTROL PANEL

Thanks to our PLC “Ist Digit Touch” – and the use of 
numerous sensors the system is able to work continuously, limiting the intervention of the operator to residual 
drum replacement once full. 

As an option the system can be connected to a PC with our Win Digit Touch software to monitor the working 
status of the distillation unit. 
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DEMISTER 

CONDENSER 

DEMISTER

A demister is a device often fitted to vapor-
liquid separation vessels to enhance the 
removal of liquid droplets in a vapor stream. 
The demister is a mesh type coalescer 
intended to aggregate the mist into droplets 
that are heavy enough to separate from the 
vapor stream.
Demisters can reduce the residence time 
required to separate a given liquid droplet 
thereby reducing the volume and associated 
cost of separation equipment. 
For example, in the process of printing solvent 
distillation, during evaporation vapor may 
carry over droplets of pigments (mostly red) 
and titanium dioxide which have to be 
separated before condensing, otherwise the 
distillate vapor would be contaminated and 
not perfectly clean. This is the role of the 
demister. 
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OPERATION DESCRIPTION:

HR 600 ATEX, can be easily operated and requires minimal personnel intervention, limited to replacing the 
residual drum when full.

1. START – The recycler (1) fills itself automatically, then it refills the distillation vessel with a small amount of 
dirty solvent  every 30 seconds once the distillation has started

2. The distillation cycle is performed automatically by time or vapor reading inside the distillation vessel. If 
the recycler is connected to a clean solvent stocking tank (2) and dirty solvent stocking tank (3) equipped 
with level controls it can work by reading the solvent level.

3. The machine checks the presence of the residual drum, if present the valve opens and the residuals are 
discharged. It then goes back to point 1 or stand by waiting for the presence of dirty solvent in the 
stocking tank.
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TECHNICAL FEATURES OF DIRTY SOLVENT TANK 

1. MINIMUM LEVEL SENSOR
Is used to inform the PLC of the distillation unit if there is a minimum quantity to run a full distillation cycle

2. MAXIMUM LEVEL SENSOR
Is used to avoid over load of the tank. Can be used to stop/close additional devices.
It's also connected to a pneumatic siren which advises in case the maximum level is reached

3. WASTE SOLVENT INLETS
To connect different waste solvent sources

4. LOADING PUMP
Is used to load the dirty solvent into the distillation unit. Not present in case the machine is equipped with
liquid ring vacuum generator

5. EXTERNAL DRUM LOADING PUMP
Is used to load dirty solvent into the stocking tank from external drums or cans

6. BOTTOM DISCHARGING CONNECTION
Is used to comlpetely empty the tank from the bottom for cleaning and maintenance purpose

7. PUMP START BUTTON
Is used to start and stop the external drum loading pump

8. VISUAL LEVEL
Is used to inform the operator of the quantity of solvent contained in the tank

9. SAFETY RELIEF VALVE
To vent the tank during filling and emptying operation

10. TANK COVER
Gives full access to the inside of the tank for cleaning and maintanace purposes

CAPACITY A B C 
528 gal. 43” 63” 87” 
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TECHNICAL FEATURES OF CLEAN SOLVENT TANK (optional)

1. MAXIMUM LEVEL CONTROL
Is used to inform the PLC of the distillation unit if there is sufficient space to collect the solvent distilled by
a full cycle

2. MINIMUM LEVEL SENSOR
Is used to let the emptying pump start only if there is a minimum necessary quantity of solvent in order to
avoid membrane damage

3. CLEAN SOLVENT OUTLETS
To connect different devices which need clean solvent supply

4. EMPTYING PUMP
Is used to send the distilled solvent wherever it’s needed

5. PUMP FOR SOLVENT INTEGRATION
Is used to add virgin solvent to the distilled for integration or balance of mixed solvent blends

6. BOTTOM DISCHARGING CONNECTION
Is used to comlpetely empty the tank from the bottom for cleaning and maintenance purpose

7. PUMP START BUTTON
Is used to start and stop the external drum loading pump

8. VISUAL LEVEL
Is used to inform the operator of the quantity of solvent contained in the tank

9. SAFETY RELIEF VALVE
To vent the tank during filling and emptying operation

10. TANK COVER
Gives  full access to the inside of the tank for cleaning and maintanace purposes

CAPACITY A B C 
528 gal. 43” 63” 87” 


